
7 Little Words ®

Astronomy

Find the 7 words to match the 7 clues. The numbers in parentheses represent
the number of letters in each solution. Each letter combination can be used only
once, but all letter combinations will be necessary to complete the puzzle.

CLUES SOLUTIONS

1 a ball of gas that shines in the night sky (4) STAR

2 an object made of gas and dust that orbits
the sun (5)

COMET

3 path of an object rotating around another
object (5)

ORBIT

4 millions of stars held together by gravity (6) GALAXY

5 space and all matter in it (8) UNIVERSE

6 a device used to magnify the night sky (9) TELESCOPE

7 one who studies space and the things in it
(10)

ASTRONOMER

OPE GA TEL XY OR

ST ET LA AR UN

IV ER ESC AST NOM

RO SE ER COM BIT
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